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Natural evolution has yielded countless enzymes of the (β/α)8 barrel fold (TIM barrel). This versatile fold is highly 
favored by natural enzymes to catalyze a wide array of reactions and appears in five of the six enzymatic 
classes. Therefore, the (β/α)8 barrel fold is an attractive starting point for enzyme engineering. Several examples 
of modified TIM barrel enzymes have been reported that accept different substrates or even catalyze a different 
reaction. However, engineering new activities into the (β/α)8 barrel fold is apparently still far more challenging 
than its ubiquitous role in nature suggests.  
 
We are interested in understanding the evolvability of enzymatic function in this fold. We established a 
generalizable in vitro selection approach for isolating new enzymatic activities without the need for prior 
mechanistic information. We created a protein library based on this fold by introducing seven randomized loops 
on the catalytic face of a monomeric, thermostable (β/α)8 barrel enzyme from Thermotoga maritima (GDPD). 
Because proper protein folding is a prerequisite for protein stability and activity, we pre-selected the library for 
protein folding by in vitro selection to increase the probability of finding new enzymes in the library. The resulting 
library contained ~1012 soluble monomeric (β/α)8 barrel protein variants [1]. We then used this library as the 
starting point to isolate novel enzymes through in vitro selection by mRNA display. We obtained artificial ligases 
enzymes that catalyze the joining of a 5’-triphosphorylated RNA to the 3’-hydroxyl of a second RNA. There are 
no natural enzymes known for this reaction; yet, we previously isolated enzymes for the same reaction from a 
non-catalytic zinc finger scaffold [2], and most recently also from a library of completely random polypeptides. 
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